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WEATHER FORECAST
KENTUCKY: Cloudy today
with some rain east portion.
Cloudy and colder tonight
and Friday with rain southeast portion Friday.
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Murray, Kentuck 5 Thursday Afternoon, Feb.

MURRAY POPULATION — 5187 -

TWO-CAR SMASHUP INJURES EIGHT
Sea Plane Base Is
For Murra
nder National Outline
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Five Remain In Hospital
After Collision Last Nite
Jallopy Tangles
With Patrol Car

A
collision at around
11:15 last night resulted in the injury of ,seven teen-agers and one

taxi-cab driver. The accident occurred during a heavy rain storm
on the corner of Fifteenth and
Main Streets.
e•
• Albert Manner, a student at Mure
- None of the eight persons inass, and
ray State Teachers Colleges found
volved in the smashup were insoud of
to his chagrin last _night that his
jured critically, but five remained
That is
antiquated 1926 Chevrolet chose
in the hospital overnight.
ni growto tangle with' the City patrol car
Although investigation of the acrom the
at a time when there were many
cident by the State Highway Pa'llo cuts
less
vulnerable
victims on the
trol has not been completed, presrmed.'
street.
Replica of log cabin on site of
ent information indicates that a car
is easy
It ali happened as the•cars were
- Lincoln's birthplace in Kentucky.
driven by Billie Story, 16, of Lynn .
ut many
leaving the ball' game at Murray
Grove was headed West on Main
WASHINGTON. Feb. 12 (UP).o afford
High School. Manner appeared at
Street when it collided with a Dia:. But it
the corner of Eighth and Main
The National Airport plan for
morad taxi, driven by James Jones,
iborhood
Streets
nursing
his
possesprized
In a garne that produced some of
1948, announced today by the
who was allegedly heeded East on
hat with
ion back to the campus and sudthe best field shooting seen all year,
the same street. Story's car was a
Civil Aeronautics Administration.
›ish may
denly disellivered, after it was too
1937 Chevrolet, and the cab was
the Murray Tigers eased the Benthe re.
would provide for the. construclate, that sudden stopping is not one
a 1948 Ford only three weeks old.
adequate Indians
ton
out
by
a
score
of
the
of
41-assets
of
his-shall
tion of 61 new airports in Kentucwe sayWhen the two cars came to---4
egetable
jallopy.
38 on the Murray floor last night.
ky at a total coast of $8.618.000.
standstill. both were nosed together
but the
_As
officer Norman Lovins stood
quarter
first
In'
teams
the
both
heading East, with Story's car up
The plan was not a commitightened
on the corner directing traffic, he
WASHINGTON, Feb. 12. 11.1110-7- we-re hitting -yiitti uncanny accuragainst the curb on the North side
ment or a definate project, but
aken to
__motioned James Shelton to turn
qf the street.• -Damages to the cab
only the CAA's opinion of what The drop in grain and food prices acy as their Reif 10 -freer shots tore
I return _
ante Main • Street.
Mariner ap was
estimated at poo and the other
should be done in the next three was seen by some congressmen through the netting. The Indians
foot, or
parently tried to give the oncomwere leading 14-10 at the close of.
car was almost a total wreck. The
years. Altogether, the plan called
selected
ing car a wide berth, but not wide
today as a big argument in favsr the initial round.
•
Motor on Story's car was pushed
building of 2.745 new airports at
in flavor
enough4 because he managed to
into the front seat, and. the steera cost of $1.048.500,000 (Br'in The of trimming foreign aid requests
The second quarter saw Hargis
ions.
scrape fenders with Lovins as well
ing wheel was sticking out of the
United States.
and junking all proposals for price getting two baskets. Jeffrey three
ferybody
as the-patrol ear which was parked
windshield which was completely
and Stewart two while holding the
Of the 61 airports the CAA pro- controls and rationing.
have his
,on his side, of the street.
smashed.
Indians to three baskets. The Rol-.
posed for. Kenhalcy. 37 would be
Police Chief Burman Parker was
•
Sen Kenneth Wherry. R.. Neb..
Occu,Wn4 of S.tory:s__car_were landmen were out front with ailr_
of Cless
s_s_41.11_ runways _of
sadly viewing the sternal/RI Tender
-leader-of- the Senate orevisionMildred Rhodes, 17; Laura Jones,
1.000 to 2,700 feet; 15 would be ist" bloc. said the market break 20 count.
this morning, but had no comment
16; Mildred Cochran, 17: Janet Key,
of class 2. with runways of 2.700 "will
The guarding grew tougher in
•
to make about the antiquated asrequire
revamping
and
16; Jerlene Lassiter, 15, all of Lynn
to 3.700 feet, four would be of downward revision" of funds for the third canto and although the
saita
int.
Lill size
Grove; and Gerald Dunaway, 17,
class 3. With runways of 3,700 to the European Recovery Program Fiscrmen outscored the Tigers 8-7
of Farmington, route I. Jones was
rental
4.700 feet. and five would be ERP
in that round; the Murrayans were
the sole occupant of the cab.
reeptirio,bases.
heiliginp on to a 31-28 lead -11 the
'
- Sen. Henry Cabot Lodge. if.
-4711Wfailliatafilsil
r
!
air
UrasaMI
gal
The eight persons involved In the
frame
third
sounded.
whistle
In
addition.
ihe
plan
calls
for
Mass., a member Of the Foreign
accident all suffered minor bruised
Niwood • • the
Statue of the Great Emancipator in th• brautiful Lincoln Memorial
The final quarter brought on ralLincoln lived for many years In
expenditure of $6.496.000 foe-- Relations Committee which is putand lacerations, but doctors rea fine
in Washington, - a mecca for thousands of patriots *very year.
Springfield, Ill., sire of his tomb.
Improvement of - existing
Ken- ting ERP im legislative form, said lies by both clubs. Benton spurted
ported this afternoon that none of
tucky airfields. or a total . of $15.- he is going 4o ask the State De to tie up the count at -36-all At
TODAY-,Feb. 12-finds Americans honoring the anniversary of one of the great figures oS all time.
the injuries were critical. Laura
114.000 for construction and im- partment. fo revised spending eat- this time Hargis put on a one-mon
President Abraham Lincoln. The Great Emancipator was born 139 years ago, on Feb. ir 1809, yet
Jones, Mildred Cochran, Janet Key
'• lardwooing spree for the Tigers to pull
provement.
the high regard in which he is held by his fellow Americans increases with the years. (International)
mates in t1ie light of the price
and James Jones all remained at
s- This
the
out
game
fire.
of
the
Hargis
Of. this amount. the Federal trend.
Murray again missed the most the Houston -McDevitt Clinic
overthe lone scorer for Murray in
Goyernment would provide $6,Meanwhile. Other GOP leaders was
recent cold wave which has been night, and will probably be dischapter.
final
rang
the
He
up
10
*4'.000. while the sponsor-any who 'have never looked with favor
circulating
about
country,
the
as
charged sometime today. Mildred
sr, full
points on five baskets to mach
public agency that applied for on
administration
the rain continued to fall. requests for
Rhodes was admitted to the Murray
I home
federal help under the airport price control and rationing, hail- two baskets by Cole. one by NichTotal rainfall since 6:00 o'clock Hospital and will probably be disact of 1946-would• provide the ed the market break as -the clinch- ols ,and two by Thompson for the
last night was .85 inches. 'ac- charged in a day or two her atAmong the larger projects pro- Charles W Tobev. R..' N.. H., of Scalpers.
cording to the official report.
tending physician said. All five
lernent.
The game was well played and
posed were construction of a the Sonhies___Eianking_
The mercury _hita_lc.w of .2.4.
• WIGOFISC40*1.- - when -admitted
ough 5hTh teams broke
class ih
ree airport at Ashland; who has been less hostile than his
degrees last night but rose to a to the emergency rooms of the hosclass two airports at Campbells- colleagues. conceded that „falling only seven fouls -were called durhigh of 51 degrees during the day. pitals. The other three were sent
aa (Mod
Horst Cave; improve- price all buLdoorned price con- ing the evening's play. Five were
viJIe
It stlirted to get colder around home last night after first aid treatIs eight
called against Benton and the Benment of the Silver Lake airport. trol
non and by 200 o'clock the ment.
Checks to cover most of the de- census pupil basis, he said. The orgals committed two errors.
Franktert, form a class three
mercurcy had slipped to 40 deGame of Tag
ficiency common Phool appropria- iginal per capita allotment for the
Mildred Rhodes suffered a sprainOn Capitol Hill. the Houle was
Phillips
attempted
three
the
field: the same for the Londongrees.
back and knee as well as multiple
in session but the Senate was in foul pitches Sir Benton and failed tion of $3,000.000 will Jae mailed to current year was $25.66 per pupil . MILWAUKEE
rage in
UP When Mrs.
forbin airport; improvement of recess until
Snow and rain fell over most of lacerations about the head.
school districts next week, it was
The $4.3872 distribution for each
tomorrow. These were on all of them.
James
age for
Me blue grass airport at LexJeffrey, Clark and leerned totry through Superintend- of
the approximately 680,000 chil- Thomas Sheehan returned from a the eastern portion of the nation Jones received bruits on the head,
the develolirnents:
5-room
Miller hat one each for a team per
ington from class three to class
today
with
bliztard
conditions
in
legs and chest, with lacerations on
ent- of Public Instruction Boswell dren on the census rolls accounts visit in Ireland, she found she had
Speculation - Senate investi- ccntage of,„ .500.
rill pay
four; improvement „sob istiddleesB. Hodgkin in Frankfort.
fur a 'total distribution of $2.999.- left one of a pair of shoes overseas. the Texas and Oklahoma pan- the face and legs. These two were
gators plan to call Edwin T.
boro airport from class one
once_
handles
extending
into
the
second probably the most seriously • inMaynard to Washington and find_
The lienups:
The Murray independent School 995.90, or short of the $3,000.000 She gave-the' odd shoe to a charit. class 'three; constructiOn of class
day.
jured.
out for themselves .whether -inside
system -will be ,paid $3.8C5.13, and tuts'.
three fields at Morehead. Owensable
society.
the
When
other
shoe
The strong winds which drifted
Pos.
Benton -IS
Although none of the victims
information- made possible - his Murray 41
the Calloway County district' will
The fungi will go to -120 county arrived weeks later, she sent it yesterday's
.ended.
boro, and - Pikeville.
heavy western snowfall were able to tell much about the
market killing last week. The Alexander 2
school districts and 126 independ- along to the society. hoping it moderated somewhat,
F
Cole 14 receive $12.306.12.
Seaplane bases would be conbut plowing cause ortitsticeident, one of the ocveteran Chicago trader, it was said, Clark 3
Hodgkin said the additional ret- ent school districts. The largest I would catch up with its mate.
Gilliam 4
F
structed at Danville. Jamestown,
snow still reduced visibility from cupants of Story's car said that tha
will be asked to appear Monday Hargis 14
roatcive
appropriation,
when
dissum
Nichols
.sent
will
8
Louisville
he
to
the
C
e with
Louisialle.
Maysville.
Dodge City, Kan., southward into group had just been to Finley's
Murray. before the Senate Speculation
Sub- Jeffrey 13
G. Phillips tributed on a pupil Census basis, fig- Board of Education with $257.217.69 I
G
Mrs. Laura Hopkins has returned the Texan panhandle.
Morgantown. Paducah, and Gild busibe restaurant for a snack before recommittee Maynard was identi- Stewart 8
for
each
going
$_3872
pupil
the
ured
on
Thompson
there.
12
The
G
second
surn,
largest
home following a visit with her
l' bertsville.
One person was injured last night turning to Lynn Grove. The next
fied by Secretary of Agriculture
roots
census
of
$101,155.811,
-Hackett,
Miller
Murray
Subs:
will
the. State. School
be sent to the Pike son. Jack Hopkins and Mrs. Hop- when two coaches and a parlor car thing she remembered was
Kentucky towns and cities now
waking
Clinton P. Anderson as the opera- Benton-D. Phillips, Fernier.
funds roust be distributed on a County Board of Education.
' rkin5 of St. Louis, Mo.
I f you
without airports for which the
of a Denver and Rio Grande pass- up in the hospital.
tor who made upwards of 300.000
CAA recommends constrarction of
enger train were 'pushed off the
id talk
Carleton Outland. manager of the
during
the commodity
market
claim one or . class- two fields. are.
track and hurled into a deep, snow- Diarnon Cab Co. said that Jones
break. However. the Secretary
Alexandria. Augusta. Barbourville.
clogged canyon by a heavy snow- Is one of his best drivers snd has
maintains that Maynard had ns
ite, see '
Eleatteville, Brandenburg. Burkesslide near Alamosa,'Calo. Rescue been worating for him since March
confidential Government informaville, Carrolton, Cave City-Horse
workers inched down the steep of last year. Jones is a GI student
tion.
Cava:. Cynthiana, Daneville-Harwalls of the ravine to rescue the 14 at,, Murray State Teachers
Job Discrimination-Sen. Joseph
College,
rodsburg. EllzabethrOWn. Falmouth.
taking a course in radio and elecMore than 200 - Boy -Scouts in ancf a trip to the World Jamboree. Business Men's Club of Murray is of the dens. Cubmaster Valentine pereorts trapped in the cars.
H. Ball, R.. Minn., predicted that
Flemingsburg. Fulton. Georgetown.
The snow hit the back of the bag- tricity.
Calloolay • County were among a few of the Scout steered again by its veteran Scout- eater* an envitation to any boy
and
-a bill to set up a permanern fair Murray
Gilbertsville. Hardinsburg, Harlan,
Offii•e
members master Ralph Wear who has devot- Of nett ten, or eleven years of age, gage car on the narrow-gauge railemployment practices commission shared in the nation-wide obser- activities enjoyed Iv
Henderson. Hickman. Hopkinsville,
ed 15 years to_Scouting in Murray. to visit his Pack meetings which road but did not derail it. Trainwill neve? survive a southern fil- vance of Boy Scout Week what'll of the Happy Valley district.
Irvine.
men said the three cars were hurled
ibuster in the Senate Supporting began Feb.. 6 and ends today. - --A - report on scouting in Callos. Ralph:IS again ably assisted by Ev- lie held once Midi month in the
Jackson. Jamestown.
down the side of the canyon.
Jenkins. such ..a measure,
The final item on a week-long way County Is ,.given by Guy erett John who has served seven W.O.W. hall,
said,
he
would
Lagrange. Lancaster. LawrenceFifteen persons were injured, two
be "a futile political gesture " Bail program of activities will be the Lovins, fields-: executive of the years In this capacity. This troop
Troop 81 sponsored by the Doug- seriously, when a bus
burg. Lebanon. Liberty. Louisa
skidded off
ST LOUIS NATIONAL STOCKof 26 Scouts are on the go.
said he'doing away with annual scouters appieciation dinner Four Rivers. Council:
las High School has started an- an icy highway 10 miles south of
Lynch -Cumberland. Morgantown.
YARDS, Feb. 12-(UPI-(USDA)
Troop_ N. 75 sponsored stoy the
sosose_ijelcissot_ the Woman',, club
racial_And_roligious
Treesp
-"other'great year -.with*mint Sterling. -Mu
- r tolirssand crashed info an of- Livestock:
s
a
ernon, in employment, but
•
he believes house on Monday evening at 7:00 Lynn Grove High School has 16 ray Lions Club registered 35 Scouts Scoutmaster Earl Hudspeth and his
Newport. Olive Hill. Owenton.
fice
bedding.
Hogs 5.300. salablt 5.000; fairly
though last year.
Even
411 scoutmasters, cub- registered Scouts.
compulsory provisions in the pend- o'clock
This was the largest assistant. Herseeel Palmer. are planParis. Prestonburg s._PaintsvflIc.
Twenty-four passengers suffered 'active. 25 to 75c 'higher than
mothers, Hugh. Frank Miller ie a busy. col- troop in the Happy Valley District,
masters, assistants, den
ing Ives bill go too far.
lung one of the best
years of Minor injuries at New York when Wednesday's average.
Russelville. Scottsville. Somerset,
mostly 30
Palestine-An end, to the arms together with their husbands or lege 'student he 'still finds time Along with many other necessary Scouting in the history of the
Stearns-Whitley. Vanceburg. West
their northbound Third Avenue ele- to 75c higher Sows 25 to mostly
-•
-•
embargo covering, Palestine was wives will be guests. All scouts. each Monday evening to meet with deities. W. B. Moser still found time troop.
Liberty. Wicktiffe-Barlow, Willvated train .rammed IMO another at 50c higher. Bulk good and choice
urged by Sen. Frances J. Myers. parents, and friends, of scouting this Troop of Boys.
to be Scoutmaster of this 'great
iamstown and Winchester.
A new troop sponsored by the the 42nd street station. The motor- 180 to 250 lbs 23.23 to 24. top
Troop 60 sponsored bye the-Atm° troop. This troop
D, Pa. He asksd President Truman are urged to attend.
is in the Process W.O.W Lodge of Hazel is in the man said his vision was obstruct24, 250 to 300 lbs 22 to 2325, 300
to lift the ban and permit the jews
At this meeting awards will tic High Sehl boasts' 13 Scouts. Taz ofonrtehrsegistering for the next 12
process of being registered. Fred ed by a rain and snow.
to 350 lbs 19_26 to 22; 160 to 170
to "defend themselves against ags made to all scouts who were to -and Billy 'Galloway are busy earnThe weather bureau said the snow lbs 22 to 23, 130 to 150 lbs 18 50
Paschall will be the Scoutmaster
own
gression.- The U. S. cannot tje have received .bedges of. honor at ing a livelihoed for their
Troop 90 sponsored by the and J. C Russell the assistant. The area extended from the central and to 22; largely 21.50 dovfn: 100 to
neutral. said Myers, in a crisis the appreciation dinner held in yoerng Scouts yet each Monday
southern plains states northeastward 120 lb pigs 12.50 fo 18. Sows 450
evening finds this scoutmaster and Y B MC. of Murray meets each W.O.W. inviTes all boys of ScouT
"which not only threatens thous- Paducah on January 22.
into the lower Great rmkes region lbs down 18 to 18.75; over 450 lbs
ands of innoncent lives, but the
At this time the Scouts of this assistant meeting with the Scoots of Thursday evening in the basement age in and around Hazel to join
and most of New England.
17.50 to 18. Stilts 14 to 16
of the Training School. Scoutmas- this troop,very strtteture Of the United Nat- -area are stressing the Scout- theme TYnaip
The snow in the New England
Cattle 1.700. salable 1.500: calves
The Senior Scolde of Murray are
Troop * sponsored by the Kirk- ter Lit Noel witiehis two assistants,
ions."
tif the year: "Scout citizens at
states
brought
much
warmer
weath- 600, all salable. Early inquiry
Housing - Sen. Joseph R; Mc- work-in his home-in his com- sey High School claims 14 Scouts Clark and Redden, have 18 register- looking for an organization
to
er
and
communities
which reported quiet. Marlon mostly steady. A
Carthy, R.. Wis., proposed that the munity - in his nation - in his to its roster. With the able assis- ed Scouts. This troop is looking sponsor a Senior Unit for them.
temperatures far below zero yes- few good mixed yearlings up to
The Lynn Grove Parent reachers government encourage construct- world." The daily good turn is tanc
-Fsisf B. C. Tucker, the Rev. forward to its greOtest year in Any boy 15 years of age or over
terday
had readings in the 20's early 25; medium kinds largely 18 to 22;
Association will meet on Wednes- ion of 1.500.000 houses a year for performed quietly and withoat H. P. Blankenship has led this troop Scouting.
is eligible to be a Senior Scout.
-se
today.
common and medium beef cows
day, February 18, for a Founders 10 years with the emphasis on boasting by the Cub Scouts, Boy to a great year of Scouting and has 'Cub Pack No. 45 sponsored by
Harry Sledri. the very able chairHeavy rain fell from eastern Tex- 16 to 18; odd head good around
--./Say program. _Mee. Joel Crawford rental units.
Scouts. and Senior Scouts of this one Scout that is well on the road the
Murray
P.T.A.
the man for the Happy Valley, District, as and
and
Arkansas northeastward 19 to 20; Fanners and cutters largewill be in •oll'arge of the program
Tractors-The House Agriculture County.
to Eagle rank.
Y B.M C. has 42 cubs. Scoutmaster Boy Scouts of America. is now through the. Ohio
River Valley and ly 13 to 16; bulls light in supply,
which is scheduled to begin at 2:00 Committee was told that labor
Troop 76 sponsored hyst/St New Ottis Valentine with his assistants, serving his third year, as alistrict
The past year saw Scouts living
eastward ,to the south 'Atlantic especially good beef bulls. Medium,
o'clock in the afternoon.
troubles have cut the nation's po- the Scout oath and law .in prac- Concord High 'School has started Nix Crawford and Herman Trotter, chairman. He was recently
ap- coastal states.
••
to good sausage bulls 20 to 22.
The home economies shower tential production of farm imp- tically every section of Murray the year off with 10 Scouts on its have one of the greatest groups of pointed tb represent
the Four RivMemphis. Tenn., reported the Waters steady; good and choice
Which was postponed during the lements by ontotrird since V.-J and
Calloway
County. .Hikeit charter. This troop will again see Cub Scouts in the entire Four Riv- ere Council at National Council
heaviest rainfall with 2.07 inches 23 to 29: common and medium
bad weather will be held on the Day_ W. A. Roberts. executive camporees. life saving, first aid some rugged Scouting with Scout.. ers Council. These Cubs meet each
meetings This is an honor deserved yesterday, most Of it between iv p.
4
15 to 23.
same day. Members of PTA are vice president of Allis-Chalmers. demonstrations, cooking. camping master George Bonner and assis- week in their dens. Six denmoby Sledd for the, fine Scouter that m. and midnight. Rain wits falling
Sheep 700, all salable. Receipts
attempting to fuensih the new home said strikes have cost his own com- on Kentucky Lake, a week's camp- tant J. B. Bell.
thers selected by the ls.T.A. and six he has been for the past several over the entire area from
northern mostly native and fed western
economics room in the school.
pany an estimated 85,000 tractors. ing at ,Camp sPalrentuck in Illinois,
Troop 45 sponsored ley the Young Den Chiefs supervise the activity years.
Florida to southern Pennsylvania. wooled lambs. No early sales.
•
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Project To Be Completed In MURRAY TIGERS
Three Years C. A. A. Hopes OVERCOME BENTON
INDIANS 41-38
MARKET DROP
ALTERS PROPOSALS
FOR RATIONING

—

RAIN CONI1NUES
AS COLD WAVk
GOES BY MURRAY

School Deficiency Checks To Be Sent
County Schools Next Week

-

et.
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REPORTS SHOWS 200 COUNTY SCOUTS

LIVESTOCK

LYNN GROVE PTA
TO OBSERVE
FOUNDERS DAY
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THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 12, 1948

THE LEDGER & TIMES, MURRAY, KENTUCKY

THE-LEDGER & TJMES

SCIENCE 'AT WORK

I

PUBLISHED BY THE CALLOWAY PUBLISHING COMPANY
,Ledger7 The Calloway Times. and The
Consolidation of The Marro'
Timee-Herald, October 20. 1928. and the West Kentuckian January 17, 1942

-"POE

BEAVER"

which had corae 'undone.
I guess I have more nein I ever
She turned around ati though I had before-better huurs-atid
har asked her to climb Mount I but I wouldn't say I' was happy. I'
too
Vesuvius while it was erupting. I suppose vie over here just.walit
----a
'much..
aSew teieress! What!" she said.
Many others, however. said they
"Why, no maid would sew a dress,
think attuut
were lost tog bay to_
.
ia alkNew Turk.:
it much,.
I said I was used to "sef'vice" in
Paris.
"Well-you!re in_New York nuw.7
she-said, "And you can just sew It
yonne1111 I asked /ter sheepishly
for a_ needle_ and ta read. Two years
ago they promised things would be
different- after ..the war was over.
-Standing for a taxi in Grand
Central station these days ie an orHere's How You May Help,
deal. I was surprised when a
You Eat 500 Pounds
Whether
nice-looking main opened the door
2000 Pounds of Food
e
or
of a- near-by taxi'and told me to
In a Year
climb in.
You can't feet cheerful, be happy and
That's Different
well, if your stomach is always up-He's an Englishman," the taxi- steep
set. As age advanoes the "old stomach"
needs omre help The reason is this:
Man said.
Everytirue food enters the stomach a
During a snowstorm he-re. I of- vital
gastric juice must flow normally-to
fered to share a taxi with some break-up certain food particles. else the
food may ferment. Sour food. acid indistranded would-be customers.
gestion and gas frequently cause a mor- "Sure, I'll do it," the drater said. bid, touchy, fretful, peevish, nervous
loss Of appetite, underweight,
't a cop condition,
"But I just hope there
restless sleep, weakness.
for
arreste
this."
around, I'd be
To get real relief you must increase
digastric Juice
er unaytns the flow of this vitalindependent
,I'm afraid I was
labors.
oat authorities. In
le
groaned_ tory sesta on human stomachs, have by
pathetic when
shown that ass Tonic is
whets cigarettes tent up to as olsitive proof
air s.migly effective in Increasing this
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Velithirsaer Is Action '

No Woodman Need Sleep
in An Unmarked_Grav_re

L

In death, as in life, the Woodmen Society cares
for its own. Through its National Service Fund, the
Society offers to provide free a beautiful, enduring
bronze marker for the graves of all deceased members not marked by other memorials.
This is another "protection plus" service the Woodmen of the World furnishes its members. along with
safe, sound, legal reserve life insurance protection
and the benefits they derive from the fraternal.
social and civic activities of their local camps.
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The World of Music
00

.

Vie world music -Pizzette fin- Chestra broadcasts.
'
NEW Yelitit., Feb.r
The Boito memorial" will include
9
ly's best-known, living opera Corn- tuo scenes from the opera "Methe 6: t._eratild 1Mebrnnd
't
ivro-a-seeneso from
Pizzetti, has finished his seventh hhiersine." Toscuoini directed the
opera, hVanna Lusa..", according to world'premiere of "Nerone" in 1924
wrottl /rain. name. The work is at La Scala.
based on the cOnflict between 'rich
Toscrinint will complete his NBC
and pthar_ita_14th century Florence. Symphony season before his trip.
The three-act drama 0- still- a He will direct eight concerts. Feb.
closely-guarded secvet but music ')4 through April '3 (Saturdays,
critics discuss it already as a •"mu- NBC. 620-7:30 p.m., e.ata. He
slcardriima with similatity to The also Will conduct Verdi's'Requiem"
present-day class steuggle," an as at Carnegie Hall rid April 26. a
a "poem of on-ustessi -phantasy."
non-broadcast concert for
the
Pizzetti. IS Said lo have 'poured benefit of the New York Infirmary
__into' it the best of hia 35 :years of for Women and Children.
theatrical and musical- experienee.
The plot oe the story is said to
The third of a series of "Open
exalt the maternal sentiments of /leasing" concerts. at which two
an implacable 'mother, strong of of the winners of the auditions held
will gad capable of a-sublime sac- by the Committee for the Negro
rifice. The drama depicts the pas- In the Arts made their appearance,
sions of the Florentines In the 14th was .given at Town Hall in New
tentury struggle between the apop- York un Feb. 8.
olu grasso" and the "pepolo minuto"
Gladys Elizabeth Childress, pian-the big and little people:
ist, new teaching at Southern University, Baton Rouge, La.. and Theo•
exise
-ets to re- dore Hines, bass baritone, ata preItaly. in May to prepare a sent-4n the ttrist of "Fltiffiti-S
memorial concert for the 30th an- bow," were heard in a joint recital
t niversary of the death of Arrigo befOre a New York audience,Ffor
m'tittt
conduct -13aie- the- first
ties music at La Scala Opera House
in Milan on June 10, the anniverFerruccio Burco, eight'-year-old
•
sary date.
Italian' child prodgy, the youngest
Toscanini was in Italy last in kymphony conductor in the world,
" May. 1946, when he visited' his Is in this country ,forahis Otrat
home city
re-open La Scala, American tour.
which 'had'
-'been repaired after the
Bute° Will make his New York
damage it suffered during the war. debut at Carnegie .Hall on Feb. 28,
TOseaninf dir.ectod a series of con- conducting an orchestra of 110
heerts there and in Switzerland, pieces.. He will have two young
and returned to the U. S. in the Americans as palest artists. Buren
tor _his NBC_Symplumy_ Or- as expreiesed interest in hearing
representative 4rnerican artists..
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NOTICE
1:

Rosa Bok, coloraturr papratio,
will give a Town Hall' recital. in
Now York on Feb. 13, her first New
York appearance sines. 1942, when
she Was last heard at the Metropolitan Opera. MISR Bok, who-suffered if -fractfired skull and brain
concussions in an accident on the
Metropolitan Stage during ha performance of "Coq clOOr," went into
retirement. She resumed hot career
last January: -when she embarked
on a six-month concert tour of
Europe.

we

For your convenience
have added a
RADIO SERVICE

•

DEPARRTMENT
to our store with
BOB

SINGLETON

formerly at Johnson Appliance Company

Thirty-one 4-H club members in
Logan County exhibited 24,120
pounds of tobacco, sc'lline it for a
total of $6.353.

in charge

YOUR PATRONAGE WILL
BE APPRECIATED

Oldham county homemakers are
making 263 pairs of li•athur gloves
using doeskin. capeskin arid pigtex.

DILL ELECTRIC
COMPANY

The Hiseville 4-H Club has been.
organized, in Barren county with
a membership of 90 boys and
girls.

879
Across from Postoffice
Phone

TODAY and FRIDAY

VARSITY
- Red .invades Hollywood in the
days when movies were new— _
the clinch hadn't been perfected

_ ba0.0

MERTON
&MOVIE
S
VIRGINIA O'BRIEN
CAPITOL
A LAN LANE as

RIDE WITH
ROARIN' RED RYDER...
to flaming adventure
and two.fistid,
4
0$1101%!

RE
dr' RYDER

a,

Federal Aid For
Machtn:s, ['kw PAces CrIrd
Road Construction
Up Mil!;ing; Make Chore Esier Is Long Program
It. lilt 111.1.1 R
Farm Electrification Bureau

New MFthod Found
To.Fight Digeases
Due to Infection

Beware Coughs -

Longer

DOG

CRtOMULSION

24 Hours'Per Day

nervous

Located at the "Y"

•

work well done puts him in second
heaven. But if he gets that same
treatment a lauzired times a day
for wahine, what`i!trIreTr left to
.
offer him^
Many owners whose understanding of training is meager and who
have overdone their shOw of affection find it necessary to resold to
tidbits..for .training rewards. a priic7
tiee that leads to all 'kinds of inconvenfence and generally poorer
results.
Until the dog is perfectly trained
the importance of the leash cannot
'he- over-emphasized. It alloses for
immediate carrection ant . does
away with the possibility of an.
und.ignhed. _chase. .But also. add
equally,'
'
- iMportant it helps to
distinguish between work periods
and play periodie- Unless the dog
has been completely spoiled you
can sate-ly devote time to. play
Without the danger of interfering
with his training.
There is no need- 8o'
-relegate
him to the "dog house" just to
c
Ith-funtrBut keep theashowing at affection
subdued .except when he has

THE...
GREATEST
FEATURES!

THELOWEST
PRICES'

•

VALENTINE DANCE
America's fpremOst Trumpet
And Tr6mbone Stylist

NEW CHEVROLET
DVANCENDESIGN
-TRU.0
ONLY 'ADVANCE-DESIGN TRUCKS FOR 1948

FEATURES:
HAVE ALL THESE NEW
_ . AND FINER
.

New

Chevrolet 4-Speed
Synchro-Mesh Truck.
Transmissions

Here's a featere that ensure%
tic's osem of nest. ease cod
• efficiency in operaVonl

r• r

N
v

T,

•

"ROAD TO RIO"

VARSITY THEATRE
"Merton of the Movies"
22 Min.)
Feature Starts: 1.22-3:25-5:28- 7:31940.

Here's the World's most ono.
nomical encOsse for its size7-a,
wittartew features that assure
greater operating effkiencyl

_

tenr-

Design Gearshift
Control

rGS. ARMS! N E w
\

New Improved
Chevrolet
Valve-in-Head Engine

New Chevrolet Advance--44ew-tituftipte.-fea

SONNY
DUNHAM
: PARIS. TENNESSEE

CITY AUDITORIUM

TONIGHT, FEBRUARY 12, 9:30 O'CLOCK
Sponsored by Veteran, of

Foreign Wars

newest

trucks with the greatest fee'.
tures and biggest values! Here is
advance engineering—in 107 different models On eighl different wheelbases. HERE 6 TRANSPORTATION
UNLIMITED 1

AND HIS -ORCHESTRA
V

At4.tion Is Open

—Sykee-

TAL-ES

A REPUBLIC PICTURE

on.

.1,-r

gets

_

SB
in

from common colds

That Hang On

The Emmett Illevens
ArTSI,(a.•Ourose.)/ri Artil.clatl•T+to
Manaktory -IsI4blIth•d 19E0 'T
540 So Drool, SI 14

HOPE — CR

•

are

I

1
"
.

inn

milk pan. -T-hey operate as -plug-in'
unite utilizing electrical outlets
placed
at convenient - stanchion
vents. Equipmena_ loir_ pipeailise•
milkers is perm
des
'ently installed in
the barn. Their. se permits milk to
either. be draw into pails or to pass
threugh a pipe into the milk house.
Of the two types, portable units cost
less and use about Ili kilowatt flours
of power per month per cow Pipeline • milkers use train 2 to 3 kilo-

.Here are the notion's

r

un.

PAGE TARE'S
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els BOBBY BLAKE
Alta* WENTWORTH
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LOUISVILLE, Ky.. Feb. ia-Over
,
6,000 niiles of Kentucky's federalaid highway system- are in need of
improvesmenta, which will...A:set all
Milking by hand ts not _e_achore
vehleh farmers look forward to with
est m-red „r-m5„uott, e
•_oc
any degree of pleasure. It is One of
tion Of Kentucky Highway Cons
the hardest and most time consumtractors was told-. here today.
•
e
ing of all dairying jobs.. And _yea_
The ettimate.-was included .in
until. mechanical- milkers became
highway'`plan for Kentucky, now
.generally available, there was no
being formulated by the • Citizens
other way of milking cows at reasonable cost.
Committee for Long Mange Highway "Plansung-:
CoMmittee_ChfikMan _Charlex W..
Lovell told the association that
6,601 miles - need improvina While
5,609 Miles of the- federal-aid systern 'are considered modern ofi•
adequate."
"With the estimated current state
revenues for roads approximately
tz
$30.000.000 annually. of which approximately $15,000,000 is available
for construction, you can readily
see that It will require many years
to complete the federal-Aid sys55
tem," Lovell said. .
,
Federal-air road construction is
financed by the federal and state
governMenta. on is 507W_
Lovell said. on the . federal-aid
PROFESSOR SOLVES PROBLEM-Prof. William C. Soule of Wake-Forest-Calege, In North - System alone there a're 681 "sublicked the transportation problem following a 12-inch snowfall by riding a Mulei
standard' highway bridges which
the three-igile 'trip from his home. He admits he neves rode a mule before,,
can be brought to standard for an
but 41:1g..L.
The invention of the milking ma- watt hours of power per IR- per estimated expenditure of $36.910,000.
rnil
ssed a class yet.
chine Oates back to 1878, when the month.
These baidges
either too narfirst crude devices Eritrea
--eteanttrirss
a- relentless - foe of
market. Since that time, many im- bacteria. Modern milking utensils row or too light to carry the loads
trip into the cells of the orniaism*
Philip_Pe retain and dther_pgesi exprovements have been made 'on are easily cleaned, sterilized and of traffic rtquired,
-beitaase the nerve was aevered.
.tatesmen and general also is pro"For the past 'several months our
milkers, as well as in Milking prac- stored. When electric sterilizers are
3. Pref. htansfeld kureeredri---1n ducing inoie children
. ever
tice4.Tests_e_onducted by state _aari- used" 'they- generally- -are
at -two- study Jaas_been__undor tvaehh Lovell-immuntzina. healthy animals Vito before. 'The birth rata is 31 per
chltural experiment stations show types:-- controlled
said.
•
steam
sterilizers
if
the
brains
animals which- have I (-cad over. the pre-war one, the
that milkers, correctly used, help and
steam cabinets, the latter oper- "It is being made with full rcoperain the production of cleaner milk
become immune by having recur-Yet although
BUDAPEST,' Hungary tit-PA-4 ereff-from
Ind cut milking time approximately ating in conjunction with - steam ac- hob of the Department of Highways
ra
-uli'ivefilideen are being born. in!n half. To o'itain hest results, it is cumulators. In the first type, utensils and the Public Roads
new prophylactic and therapetdix the iajection
iininune brain cel:s fant -mortality
steadily deereasni
recommended that dairymen follow are put into the sterilizer wet after
rinciple of fighting infectious ilia-- holds no danger
wilatsoever. the in'.
:ertain approved practices, such- -as- rinsing and enough heat generated
The committee waa-aformed last eases has been announced by -the
way seems lo have _been tIppri:KE
providing chats with proper pre- by electric heating elements to turn October when a Public
Administra- directors ot the physioh3gical Utah- a neisr wide
milking- care and removing, cups the water to steam. In the second
range therapy of infsction
Service
Rep6rt
on
•
Kentucky
tute
of
the
Bndapest
University,
promptly at the end of each estab- type, utensils are given a -pressure
sicknteses.
Highways was-made public.
asked milking perio0.
Prof. Geza Mansfeld.
steam bath." Water, which has been
"This report recommended that , Immunity U attained by injectThere are two kinds of milking super-heated in the accumulator
Frenchmen Living
machines; portable and pipe-line. tank, flashes into stein when it is the state assume full responsibility ing immune,animal.brain cells
into Despite Hardships
Portable milkers have the motor, directed into the cabinet. Both types for, al of Kentucky's 48.000 miles
the organism.
Paris (lira-Despite eight .yeasta
sump and pulsator located on a are economical to operate and make of
ral roads," the speaker said.
Prof. Mansfeld, who started his of food ahortages,
umall movable cart or on top of the short work of -bacteria.
lack or heat and
af4presentatives of highway user experiments -some 14 years ago,
erecrnulsion relieves -rAtttally%Sbegrave financial worries, .Erendi-- -tro
gatume
it g
uoys
j tirgitloo
etrite 7
aenf .oe
tost
groups were unanimous in the'be- concluded Usal:
fKe
the
men
are
tivhvg7,1orgervgiiarrwvi
earned a special reward.
lief that although the report con1. The toxin of every infectious before.
gems
1••
laden phlegm, and aid nature
'
Another danger of too mucyft- tained much valuable information germ and every
soothe and heal raw, tender, In..
pathtsgenetic virue
The, ministry of'publiO"..heahli
ting may be to make the/dog a it is still far from conclusive. All is first absorbed
bronchial mucous memby -cells eth the announced that* the- death- rate hit flamed
br.alcs.
Tell lour druggist to sell you
nuisance to. visitors. .Thts is _us- were of the opinidn that nothing brain and hriptionsa.
its -way from a -hese low in,, 1946:. 134 Ot
irbottIe
01Creornulslon
with the unft
of
ually the result of "Rowing _ him should be done which-would jeop- there, by the
peripheric nerves, to every 1.000. This compares With derstanding you must like the way it
to be petted by toceMany friends ardize the maintenance and contin- the various
allays
cough
you
organs.
—
16.8 in 1945 and 20 out
every °dalY
ta hsvet:rnIthe
and neighbors. Once he
the ued improvement of the present
oneyback.er
are
2: Experimenting
with sulpha 1.000 in 1944, the year of the ina
idea that all vikitors are potential .state primary system of.hig lways."
drugs, Prdf. Mansfeld found that vasion.
back scratchers and head patters
Lovell said the long range Pro- they do nut kill
the germs in the
The country. of 90 year all for Coughs,Chest Colds,Breschitis
he can make life miserable for non gram being formulated by his comhuman- organism, but keep them and
dog-lo • tig guests.
mittee will not be ready .for pre- their
.WWWINTIIMWIRWIEWIlk
products out of the argartisna
most worthless dogs and sentation to the. present legislature. by
Tblocking-the brain cells.
I
spaded children are usually from
"The necessary data for such a
That discovery ElfilJ betee ..nbeterigiuniseholds where obedience is lax plan is not available irrthe files of
tiated by eaperiences showing that 1.
and praise and .affection can be the Highway -Dep.artthent's Planif a cut is rode througtrlhe ndrve
i had without effort. In either care ning Survey Division and .it will
,connecting the sick orifaryto the I
WHEN TO PET /
are the recipients any happier. On require months of field woe; under
cepfral
system, the eliseasei
..Now has attendants. C.a.% as cheap as anywhere in 7
/
the. contrary. the lack of disclipine a largely expanded and implementceased'to Oevelop.
By Tom Farlhayi
the city. Woad- like_ta -hAire your hthaness DAY or
usually results in a feeling of in- ed personnel of the Plenning DiThe linnhoilty against th;th7sarste
NIGHT.
e
.nd security, for _the rules are poorly vision 10 obtain thiF-ffUcessary in- kind of iriection boa. been
The geestion of wire nto.pet.
,deVelal T —
when not to 'petafour dog is one 'defined and the dog or child may formation.,' .
oped
by
tee!
organism,
nevertheless.
I
Lovell said the committee is exser4oua considera- come in for &dicta:et that he canthat is worthy
That mads it obvieus that although !
• pected to recommend the formation. Every. g. needs__auisider- not understand.
the
infections
germ
succeeded, by I
SOUTH FOURtElr
Wei will ad-di-tan Vier brii-Vielf., tion of a "Highway Study CommitRt.E.1
able amoyict of effection-It gives
way of the blood • .in reachiag the !
feeling ot be:tig wanted trained dog-even one of a com- tee' toancomplete he job we have brain cells, a could not cantinac 'its
him t
f belonging to the family paratively harsh master, running started."
and
•
that( is so important. But overdd- away from home. On the other ""Stiett a committee," he stated,
tng it may cause all sorts of trou- harid, the spoited dog, the dog that "would employ a 'competent Engif
is over petted and undcr disciplin- neer-Director to direct the efork of
ble.
In schooling a dog nearly all ed, is usually the first to slip the study with the Department. of_
Highways and the Public Roads Adtrainers-- advise against offering away.
ministration cooperating. Special,
any reward other than praise. The
Warren county farmers are pro- committees from the county and
basic reason that a dog makes the
woo.
.i.h _usu4t_ p4ithis. „...h
.
00r,
clueing 30 per cent more calm on municipal units, as well ad an adinstinctive for a canine
-e to act in only 93 percent of the corn acre- visory committee, would complete
the framework for the organization.
a wax that will win praise and age used 10 years ago.
During the next two years the
aifeetrii
. n. He obeys _becaiiie he
In Bourbon county. Ky. 16 'study could be completed, the prov..ahts his handler to • think avell
of Mm. because he wants to please. toltaccei has produced on an aye- gram formulated and submitted to
With the avc rage dog the pat on rage higher yields and greater re- the next General Assembly for apthe back and the lavish praise for. turns per atilt.. than other varieties. prove' and adoption."
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Italy for Boito Memorial Concert in June
Vizzetti. Finishes His 7th Opera—Toscanini to Re-Vi

er
41,

••

Gearshift is mounted run the
steering column !a proxide
new off.:'.ency on ,every
hauling job . (on 3npeed
• trammisrion rndo',)!

•••—

De'velopments
*few r.plined recr-axle shaft
cittachmenlip wheel hubs in
heavy-cLty models. Heavier,
mare durable springs.

Phrs•Cab that"breo•ties"
.
,11-Flixi-Mounted cab • Fully
New Foot-Operciler• adjustable seat • All-round
Parking Broke
visibility wit rear corner
tee new Chevrolet ,foaf- s;indows* • Sp*.cio'fff ifsoperated pa:king brake signed hydro i'ic
brakes
-new, -clecrr,
e
tv-trcleonto Ir.in 3-peed trans- length dimensions . . . end
MANY ather_fine. botures. •

-
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PORTER MOTOR CO
West Maple Street
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ILLIA MS, Editor — PHONE 374-M

What goes in the basket you Carter.
THUR
ask? That depends upon your . Mr. and Mrs. Truman Pea spent
anal
Mr.,
ef
home
furnishings, kinds of -walls. floor Sunday in the
finishes, 'etc., as well as the types Mn, Jess Darnell.
of cleaners You prefer. Items may. , Tom Darnell as improved.
•
Vary from season to season.. HowMr. and Mrs. Robert L. BazzeU
ever, following are some suggest- and, sun were Saturday night visitions:
ors in tile home of Mr. and Mrs.
Cleaning Clothes - Clean soft Revel Haneline.
,
cloths are needed 'for. dusting.
Mrs. Hassle Cloys has a severe' polishing . floors, furniture and cald. .
•
tals. Dust mitts • may be pre'.
Bra: anti-Mrs.-in-P. -Blenkenship
'red to' dust cloths. Mitt/1 and
and Mr. and Mrs. Carl
disk cloths shoula be given a and family
"dustless". treatment after each Hopkins and Doris Adams and.:
others were Sunday 'visitors in the
laondering.
'
home of. Mr. and Mrs. -tannings
Sponges - Sometimes sponges are
Turner.
used in place of cloths for clean•
Attie and Carlene Lamb and Mrs._ .•
ing.
.
night:'spent
Saturday
Algie
Tidwell
• Brushes - You may use wall,
LOST--;
floor as guests of Mr. and Mrs. J. T."'
furniture,. radiator, and
watch v
-T-ich.vell.
au_ weal-10 -dean-teeehes
Garrisoi
hag.
Sunday afternoon callers in the
Poplar 1
Window cleaners s- A small home of Mr. and Mrs. A. L. Bazzell
notify
bottle of commercial or home- were Mr. and Mrs. William Carter.
Phi
handy Evening guests were Mr. and Mts.
made window cleaner
By RACHEL ROWLAND
for cleaning windows, mirrows. Lyman Dixon and Dale and Mr.
Home Demonstration Agent
and glass topped tables. Keep a and Mrs. Harry Lee Potts.
piece of cbamois fastened to the
Mr. and Mrs. J. T. Tidwell spent'
•
It is too early to even think bottle for quick use.
Sunday with Mrs. Alme Tidwell.
FOR SA
about housecleaning yet you are
Metal Cleaners - A bottle of
J. D. Garland returned to Akron
engine,
exceedingly weary of the routine all purpose metal cleaner is very after several days with homefulks.
job. $80
daily cleaning ue. Sometimes it. useful for a quick job on door
seems very boring as well as tiring knobs, fire place equipment and
LITTLE HEN TAKES WALE
FOR SA
to collect the cleaning equipment other metal pieces berme they AND FINDS
WAY HOME
Chevroi
arid go through the task of clean- become badly tarnished.
*clutch.
_
EXETS11. Cal. (UP-)
ing
.Forniture-Palish •-• The commeraren't the only birds with a horn- '
V
-Would-- you 'or interested •tneas cial-polish -or a homemade one is
- FOR SA
ing instnnef. A hen owiied
Bid:- •
suggestion that can make "clean- equally good.
frigeretc
ph
Biaz
proved
it.'
.
.
Furniture, should be completely
ing up". seem a happier, easier
* phone 9
This
little
her
walked
home
" free of dust before 'applying poljob? Just try using a "clean
seven
ish. To prevent
gpma
FOR Sal
basket,
- 'Jeffreys
Into a convenient basket place iness rub furniture after applying - When her owner planned to beaway on a trip, he took the hen to g
the items you use practically polish until prints -do not show.
.FOR SAI
%Vita - Either paste or liquid
r_zsinela for safcliceping The
every- time- you- clean as- room.
freys. tw
Then note how much more quick- wax may be used on furniture. chicken was put in the same yard
ly yau 'tan clean and how many window 'sills. venetian blinds, and with a flock of turkey hens, which
SA1
steps you save by carrying the floors both for an attractive finuia gave the newcomer a roughrecep• Meeellen
aria
for
protection
of
the
wood.
hon.
basket of supplies to the aroorn.
Peedue.4
You may want to go even farther Wax should be .applied according , The little hen vanished one day.
and have one basket downstairs to the directions on the container. Five days later, tired and bedragNow as to -the basket. in which gled. she showed up again in the
and another upstairs
to •keep the items. A not too yard of the Wm home
large one with a handle in the
MOI
into an • alley."
middle is the most convenient
Her only other claims to fame one.
- • •
were a thousands of pictures liar*
press. agents took of 'ner photoOneOne
genic lace and figure in every pos•
eible-- aria some pretty impossible
-situations.

-7"
Mrs. T. C. MeCarley. Mr. .and -Mrs
Cullie Steele. Mr. and Mrs. Pat
Onpsijn, Mr. and Mrs. Galen
•
White. Mr. and-Mess Tom Brandon,
Miss Mary-Shipley was hostess
Mr. and Mrs. Roy. Starks. Torn
Brandon, Mr. and Mrs. Roy Starks. the members of the Arts and Crafts
About two- huncir:_a employees of Mr ;ndsliars. Jaines Ward: Mr. and Club
afternoon at 3
yesterday
aThe 'various deffarneenl - efr WA Mrs. Shenie---Gutland. Mr. and Mrs. o'clock at her home on Main street.
• gathered for a dinner dance Siam- Bin Hamrick. Mr. and Ws. Paul
ore.le Caw Pour aphOnft.
During the business session it was
- -day esening-at -the -Woman's Club Jackson, Mr and Mrs Curtis Cope- agreed upon to 'send conaalesZeet
Oh. what a foul she had been!
XXXI
CHAPTER
house' in Murray.
land. and Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Wil- cards. to members who were absent
and David were Why hadn't she realized the truth
Duke
Malcolm Little of the FtPD depart- wa_
HILE
due to illness. Mrs. L. E. Owen,
at the time? Instead, she had beE.
talking, a workman with a lieved his story that he was merely
ment was master
•
Vace-president. presided ih the abhandkerchief
the program' includea piapo • num-,stained
blood
afraid of getting his brother into
sence of the president. Mrs Mayen.
bers by firs. Neil B: -am quartet
wrapped around his right hand trouble. Because she had listened
Randolph.
a
numbers by---Fai-Hachnedel. Glenn
approached the first-aid room. to him and made no report, he had
An artistic arrangement of the
escaped and been able to go on with
Gundersod.
and
the room. David his plans-whatever they were.
handwork completed by the mem- As he entered
calm Little. a skit by a croup from
told
her
and
to
Linda
turned
A dreadful fear congealed her
bers was displayed.
the RPla office. Jack MeGeehee, C.
he'd wait for her In his car out- heart. Suppose he and his confedcarrying
plates
Delicious salad
Boone, 0.„C. McLemore and ,
erates were planhing some act of
The Fax.:. Homemaket s Club out the valentine motif were served slide the mill and would. drive violence -sabotage- to halt proAileen Hobby, a unique bingo game
the hatie of Mrs_ Wayne by the hostess to the la members her to the hospital, for it was duction in the .ni117 Sappose the
at
met
using names drawn form the ticket
oatock. on Tuesday: and Mesdames It. P. Holland. Hom- time for her to go off duty here. very safety of the mill and its embox, instrument muac by Tink My_ Dyer at one
through
February 10
er Williams. C. B. Ford and Clif- Then, David departed with ployees was threatened •
era- and.lollawing -the -dellainusioliaa
her negligence?
Duke. •
-The elsson, was On -Finishing De- ford afelugin, visitors.
_ course dinner, dancing was enjoyed
Quickly, she picked,up her cape
JACk•
zanle." the
The'Dressnd w.afs • to the music of recairegsr " The Marchamieliii-glIatiarliald warionanatold Linda. "I been In a and threw it about- her sheuldees.
teresung.
.
then
hurried out. She mast
The affair rricladed ps.
with Mrs- R. T. Well Hazel
light. HuR, my hand. Not much. David what she had learned....
aist Tenfrom all TVA offices in W
•
Mrs. Mildred Ragsdale. •county
but it needs to be bandaged. I
nemee and Wiest Kentucky.'
!president. gave a report on the
spill, she found
Linda examined the- b tate d
Those attending from Murrayl gram at Farrroahanliome Week..
him waiting in his car. She
hand.'It looks-as though yotagave
were: Mr. and Mrs. ?red HartalaR. • There were four merit-be-1-s- preaa
climbed
in
beside
him and, as he
the other fellow quite a battering." drove off, she told
_- one visitor and Miss Rowland.
and Mr* 0 C McLernore. Mr. and int,
him first what
him,
she
said
lightly.
Ms it.rt BPrerage Mi., Ct.•. Nell
Jack_Gailt had told her.
•'
"If those men cause a strike,
Cunningham. Sidney Williams. Mr.
Gant scowled. "He'll not come to
.Members of the !Wattle Bell Hays youaHe's one of them trouble mak- after you innuenced-Duke to rehire
READ THE CLASSIFIEDS!
. and Mrs. Herman, K. Ellis.- Mr. and
them,
it will be awful!".she conCircle _ _of Ole First Methodist ers. He won't risk a report being
cluded.'
- •
Church met Monday evening at 7:30 made on him."
"Don't worry-they won't be able
"Trouble-makers? What do you
with Misses Ruth and Frances Seamean?" demanded Linda. "What to get the other workers to strike."
ted at their home on Main street
David
reassured her. "When they
were you fighting about?"
Mrs. Ralph McCuiston was pro"They want a bunch of us to find they can't get a strike, they'll
gram leader and also conducted the strike when the new mechinery settle down." However, she could
see that David himself was not
cimmtional. The speaker for Me °starts up tomorrow."
evening Was Miss Mattie Trousdale.•
Linda stared at him. "Why sure.
Thenashe plunged into the worst
Tait chairman, Miss Ruble Smith, haven't you told Mr. Harlowe about part of her news.
this?"
ed
over
the
business
session
pa
"David. I know who attacked the
Gant shrugged. "It's not my
and each member brought' clothesbuainesago say anything. If he did night watchman last winter and
robbed
Duke's cafe. I treated the
and
_ gifts for a .stork shower to be not want trouble, he shouldn't have
given to a neecay Murray family.
taken them Get-mans back in the man-treated a cut in his arm."
"What!" David exclaimed, turn.
Mrs Scale Outland, cohostess, /Op, first plaaa." •
"You mean it's the Germans he ing to stare at hefin astonishment.
slated the hostesses in servirig dain"He was Ernest Roeleich's brrith"I was the Insomnia Girl
ty valentine refreshments to the 2.5 fired before and then rehired. who er," Linda tii.shed on. "I
found kept men awakei, and the Pistol
-are now trying M provoke a strike?"
,An Oriental print-In.
,p one..
members.
in the Roeleich home when Packin' Mama I carried a garter
"Of courserhat did you ex- him
.
piece dress that's &I-m*1r ,
3.0•1_7•1•51ting nurse last Janua,ry.
pect? That's what they were
He refused to have a doctor. but I gun,. and the .Chinchilla Girl
all
the
tizne.
They
kilew
scheming
American in its clever way4
fur coat apd let live ChinDr. Red was soft-hearted and they knew he might die of blood poison- wore a
looking like a two-piecer.
knew lie was the only person Mr. ing if something wasn't done about chillas - crawl around on my- shoulHarlowe would laseen to. so they his arm.so!treated it. I agreed not ders and chew my ears,. and the
Grey and brown rayon jerseyworked on him and get him to Pet- to make :a report because he Strip-Tease Girl (In a bathing
•
suade Mr. Harlowe to take 'em claimed it might get his brother suit with prison stripes -we'll.
Thursday, February II
prim skirt with brown ,
Into trouble and, as he wasn't an
ion..,1 back."
The 'Girl Scout
doift know what all."
raton crepe top; Foker,
Linda was _dismayed. If those employee of the mill. I didn't think
Meeting will be held at. the Fita•
But -now, she said solemnly. all
a
report .was necessary. His real
men.should give Duke trouble after
rota] or teal and black printChristian Church at 2:30 instead
' that worldlystuff is behind her.
he had rehired them on Deividami- remon_ les .pot wantaing, A
at 7:30 as previously announced,
"I have been reclaiming through
:Siurc uith.black top.
vice, it would hurt David terribly made never occurred to me at the
David's insistence that Duke give time. The truth didn't dawn on me the kindly interest of one man.",
Sins 10 to
now.
Oh,
until
Just
David,
he
could she said. "I owes it all to Dr. Chris'The Noaahaastureay licianemakers the men another chance had been
have been caught if I'd reported
will meet at 10 a.m. with Mrs.' Fred Prompted by kindness and compas- the ease! What will Duke think tian"
the same, he would
sion put. Just ,the
Gingles.
if things now when he hears how stupid I was?"
never forgive
David reached over and patted
should go wrong-for Duke. And she.
Guild
Wesleyan
'Service
of
a
The
too. %Could
partly responaible. her hand. "Do*n't worry-Duke will
go to see him this
the First Methodist Cherch will for it was she who had urged Duke understand.
evening and explain everything to
..
meet at 7:30 an the horne,of Mra- to have a talkawith
"You must go to Mr. Hanlowe at him. Tile man can still be caught."'
Dick -Sykes. Program aah.ai
sh
Linda tried to worrying.f
believe him. ilaut
onc
-e "'Linda told Jack Mat
Mrs. Charles at Baker will be in ! Q-uickly finished banIaginica-s 'hie
s she couldn't help
'
Charge.
When they reached the hospital,
• . I hand. "Tell him what has been
.
she followed him into his office and
'
! going on!"
--.
'• .
. The South Murray Homemaker- • .G a rat hesitated. "Well- okay. gat down there to write out her re..
•
port for the day. Presently. Molly
will meet al 1.30 with Mrs. Waller Maybe! better."
•
joined them.
Miller.
1 WHEN he was gone. Linda stoon
They were still there, about half
staring into space for several an hour later. when they were
1
Friday. February 13
minutes. It was then that. the con- startled by a loud blast from t
Ii
The World Elayael prayer will be yersation she had heard Just now direction of the mill. This'Was
even
observed at the First Christian 'between Duke and David came loved almost instantly by
ed the
. . back to her with new significance- more violent blast that r
Church at 2 o'clock.
_
the
----7---t the cum et sat hot isbutrt---spies-ergrd--hosptvat- windows and
a about the man who had attacked whole building. They stared at each
Faesday. February 17
came
stupefactatlie
Then
other
in
watchman
last
winter
The fallowing Circles uf the the night
I and •tolen papers from Duke's safe. the wailing souricrof the fire alarm
WSCS of First Methodist Church Suddenly. a paralyzing realization in the mill.
will meet at 2:30:
Rushiee
rt
‘
'
d a window, they saw
1 came to her.
me leaping from the
Circle I with Mrs. N. A. Wal- 1 She knew who had robbedathe sheets of
.
mill-a yield red against the black
drop. chairman. will meet with
It was the man wheae aian she sky./They stared at the sight in
. I
_
Mrs. L. R. Putnam,: a
had treated in the Roeleich name
Circle II. Mrs. Biaan Tolley.
Sabotage!
I last. January - Ernest Roeleichai
chairman, will meet with Mrs. H. T. brother! That eig in his ariniujt
Wilidtop.
'
.
- 1 have been made bY the
f To be cntinued)
o
Circle III. Mrs. A. L Rhades, watcarnan's knife. No won r he, iTitc charactrrs fn this serial ar
e
•
e a re- fictitious)
chairman, will meet with Mrs. Masel had begged her not to
CoOTr'rbt 1941 by Arend House. me.
• t port to the hospital! ,
Hurt.
e
. The World Day of Prayer will be
• . observed at the''First Christian
Churchalieginning- at 2 pm-The.
theme will be "The World at
tier,
Hollywood i Cl'i-Marim/ll
ry 12-South Murray Club
Prayer"
leading
1:30 p.m..in the home of airs. once one of t* screen's
gut polls.' now is juggling scalpels
Walter Miller.
and . hemostats instead of Colt
February 13-North alutaay Club
i 45s and brass knukles.
at 10:30 a m. in the home of .Mrs.
••
life example.' the
the'
real
She's
,
. Thursday, FATIMA* 1:J. WM AM. Frett--Otngles.
'kindly. Dr.
February 16-peony Club at 10:30 said, of how radio's
. .• •
t -- -Alnri .
'straightens out people's
a m, in the home of Mrs. Larry Christian
February 17. 9:00 AM.liven for them.
Hetherfolr7
d._Kir
• kse
Lsydnan
y,GFreove dry
.. • _ .
s Thur
.
Mass Carr, a gorgeous blpade.
February
I.Ch* at, I
and
moll
i
was stuck M a gun
Training SetTr..1 "It' 2:91) p M '- - p.m. it school.
Dr:
sabjece._ until
_ - February 18-East Side Club at[cheesecake
TEristian77 played on • the raffia)
horriela
IQ ...in
by Jean Hershiet: hired her ,to be
•
Hackett. •
. . February 10-Potiertown Club at his nurse during Rosemary De10:30 in the home -of Miss Delia Camp's maternity lea% e:
Christian -is-.'always- eiolvinge
February 20-New Conered Clubs paroPlea problems for chem."! Miss
at-10 a.m. in the home of litm. Carr marveled. 'and .4: seams so
Wade Roberts'
funnyaehe does it . absolutely without machine guns. .
someone
"Nowadays.. rubbing
out Just means erasing a patient's
nanic off the'(limner's ,hooks whz,n
he's- paid his bills."
Typci as Geri Moll
u
Recital,
Thursday
ebrua r
ii,
Miss Carr made two gangster
auditorNellon, college
Al
pictures with Larry Tierney which
illta.. 3.15
typed her as a gun moll. '
ehruary 13. Friday-Phi Mu AlAa "41-----vetre--fun- playing -opposite
Dance.
him." she admitted. "but. heaveqs.
' and Orchestra.
I started, talking'-out of the side
February It Saturclay--Baskobail
mys mouth and every time -1 saw a
eme Western, there. ,
I February ts, Sunday-Youth Reel. polieen•an I felt ,in urge to duck
t Student teater:
1 . s,4. •liapti,
W..0 Vaught, speaker
Traininea Scherol Coneert, Prof.
'
Josian Darnell:

Arts and Crafts
Club 1-Fai Meet

Oier Two -Hundreti •
Attend TVA Dinner
Dance Saturday

c
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Faxon Homemakers
meet At Home Of
kih.o Wayne Dyer
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DRESSES
Rack

Colidwater Hews

Mr. iusd kEri.P. C. Riley :inA-Mrs.
Laura Mayfield and others spent
Sunday-in the home of Mrs. Nannie
Pullen.
Mr. and Alm Dma Lamb and family and Newell Hopkins of Detroit
spent the weekend_ with borne
folks.
Mr. and Mrs. L. G. Pea are parents qf a son. _
Frank Hargrove apent. the past
week with Mr. and. Mrs. 'Virgil
Bridges.
Mr. and Mr".. Leou Cud's were
Sunday callers of Mr. and Mrs Beh

-

and
One Rack
$1.98
One Group
.SJJITS
$6.00

'

Fanvot=cabil

•

Shop

a

SI
-Rid

EMAIL SALE

liontimaii/ers Clubs
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1937
1937
1941
1936
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early Spring

VALUES FROM $10.95 to $35.00
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.am all this.lovely'drones that are so perfect for

.
I 4-H Club Calendar
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1938

HOLLYWOOD
FILM SHOP
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ice a late shipment of

We are offerasse at an gaming
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" SAL]
SEAT

.YOURIAST CHANCE ON* TI-jESE SPECIALS!
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Calendar
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, Misses -Ruth and Frame-ay Sexton
were
lulu+.
sTuests
today of
-..........aemswenao friends
Fannie
a •
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the Fashion Shop For Women

To.relleve miseries,.rub throat,
chest and back
with C001/01"ting VICISS
VAPO ea I, 411a,'

-

,

•
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"

EACH

-

One HalfPrice

at-'7!
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Wool Skirts

Slipover Blouses

Men & Boys'
Leather Jackets

Jeffreys

__Yifool Blouses

Eisenhower Jacfcets
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FOR SALE-New 2-bedroom
with connecting garage and
room, also apartment size
LOST-Rose gold lathes wrist with garage in basement.
watch with leather band, between phone I88-R.

L

Lost and Found1

Mrs:.
•. T.

IRA

New Concord, Ky.

For Sale

vent
ell.
kron
.olks.

me-

'ess

, Notices

Post-War Issues
Make Diplomats
hIlOp
Working Men

_S,ale at Draper &

•

FOR SALE-Tobacco ammo
44/Jeffreys. two stores
Flee

‘r"7
.
7

goes down each day on all laslits
ready to wear that was 5ztried
1 e-price

F14c' for Friday: February,t, is SI 50.

Your pick and choi

FOR SALE-Thayer baby carriage.
Elecellent condition. See Mrs. Paul
Perdue or-call 1163-M.
F14c

Use 04/
•

AC
Monthly
Payment
Plan
for
USED CARS
'ARES
SHOPWORK
-Ride now and pay
later-

INCREASE YOUR PROFITS with
HELM'S APPROVED CHICKSOfficially Pullorum Passed, holder
three world records. official records over 300 eggs. Free Brooding
Bulletin. 100 per cent live arrival,
postpaid -Helm's Hatchery, Paducah,
P

KY

ment •officials have undergone
jiirnilar -changes. Nowadas-s. they

receive

Services Offered

I

FLOOR Coverings Installed. Business and Residential. Kentile Asphalt tile, Ruboer tile. Kencork
Ceilings, Acoustical tile.
Phone or write Taylor Roofum
Co. Paducah, Kr:---112e

LET ME KEEP YOUR BABIES or
very small children. 413 South
11th St. Phone 1163-W-Mrs. Era
Slaughter.

Fl2p

MUW146A

BIZ4A40 W442
014ed 11DUWILIOW1
NUMP WWWL 214
EXAM W4UN N

Wanted

more- callers sand

notes

1937 CtIlievrolet, clean
1937 Ford
1941 Buick

,
wlit chain

1101196

It--Locauon.rit camp

26

A

-ft
so

f•••• a11;•Ma Ialma 11.•••••• lac

Judith Anderson shows oft
a spring coat at a recent
New York fashion show for
the benefit of the March of
Dimes polio campaign. The
coat is parchment white
with fox cuffs, and is a Trigere design.

1.-Away from wind
II-Group at men
16-Por fear that
30-Consumed
22-North American
Indian
23-Resort
24-Writing
Implement
Tb-Elane
21-Crimson
29 -Printers'
measure.

32-More dignified
34-- Angeles
35-Olympia goddess
37-Glove fabric
36-Robes
MO-Priests' garments
40- - ants
42-Pork prong
45-Baking Chamber •
44-Grass
47-E5er .poet

57

BENEFIT MODEL-Actress

Today's Sports Parade
Narrow Door Calls:
for Slim Recgptionist

I

By OSCAR FRALEY
United Press Sports Writer

AIRPORT ALSO FARM
In a routine day, a departwnt %IMAM. _Kau,
officer may meet Up with the E. Straub has added successful
problem of recommending the farming to his job of ruining a
number a or hales that tnirarte- modern municipal airport. In 1947
caught in I!.- Antarctic during the he supervised the harvesting of
next whaling 'season. or: .
67,390.67 of hay from- that area -of
What are the proper cost-of the 1.340-acre airport not used fur
living allowance for American concrete runways, hangars, ramps,
missy pei sonnet in Mosco,e now and the 'administration building.
that the ruble rate has been altered?
Should tobacco be shipped to '.Post-war expansion of plastics
Western Europe as an "incentive- and metal working industry has
commodity under the Marshall brought increasing demand for
Plan?cutting tools for plastic and soft
What would be a fair proportian metals

!tirp._i„-Charles_

a._Friday _ev_enin,'.'' •
They've got just the thing to send
your girl, too, providing, that is,
that you're a little boy dog. It's a
boxed valentine filled with biscuits and such. Most females certainly wouldn't appreciate it.

That was,too easy, so that hung the a membership stimulator ..by- the
Borzoi tat. on 'ten, meaning -swift' local junior chamber of commerce.

in Russian,
And. Madam, if you are tired' of
living with your husband I've got
just the,•little item to make him
talc* walking. It's the French
poodle, a white wooly job which

gets

scene wallas the 72nd 'Annual
teed a 'slim receptionist so' lon,:;
101/estminster Kennel glob show at
It stiri's in the Grain Exchange i Madison Square Garden. And i

ed by Warlord of Mazelaine's best
in show triumph last year. Being
completely fair,they don't look any
worse than some you'll see upstairs

There's sne thing sure, though,
the edge is gone from that "Dog's
Life" gag. Breeders tell you not
to bathe ciegs oftener than ever
three or four weeks and there's a
new ,product called "Su nday
Shower" which you sprinkle on,
tit Pitou.- Big as a button, it had rub in and tub off. It is not, howlarge -pathotie7-eyes-end-a- -scraggbo- _ever_ recommended -tot znsiteetaat
youngsters.
moustache.
______ _
"It looks just like my husband,
The dog food companies are on
poor thing," sighed. one observing hand in great force, expounding the
dame.
Lvirtues of dehydrated frozen or.
There are 2.500 dogs In • the show'vitaminized dog foods. They're all
and, considering the clamor with in their pitching with hefty south- •
nothing- going, it makes .you won- pies and if you have time they'll '
der what. _would. hopper
soma, tell_you-bow to whip-sip Monte tasty body turned loose a half dozen al- dishes.
ley rabbits. In that case it's a pretMy wife had {lent; of time.
ty safe bet even the -Basenjis, SuluGuess what I'm going to have for
kis, Samoyeds, Corgis, Papillons supper.
and Schipperkes would get into the
act.
The most aloof-loolelyg exhibits
ANYBODY MANNA DUCK?
are the Borzoi, once known to the
BRAINERD. Minn. 41..1p)-A live
proletariat as Russian Wolfhotinds. duck Was pressed into service as

combed and powdered until it
NEW YORK Feb. 12 iUPC-The
i family has been predicting it, for looks like an undernourished balyears. but Fearless Fraley finally lerina who just played nine innings.
The Boxer is the big noise in tifts
I MILWAUKEE,.Wis. (UP) - The went to the dogs today.
year's show.'his popularity increasFrank I+ ,,Elercker office is zaorceThe

concerning food allocations than
treaties..
Whales Are Problem

WANTED-Anybody who wants a
small office space. see Mrs. Sam
betteeen the United Statos and
Jones. at Jones Shoe Shop.
Fie
India for shipment of taw cotton
to Japan ardor present controll

1938 Plymouth

A jaycee's name was drawn from a
hat and he had to feed the duck
until he brought a new member
into the fold. After that,the duck
was handed from member to member. eaelt having to feed it until
they brought in another member.
• '
Mrs. G. 0, ilacksem of Paris is
visiting her sister-in-law Mrs. N.
A. Waldrop and family.
_

aillInellemlIMMWOmoosp.

I wasn't too bad at that until some
The , door to the receptionist t I old tomato started scratching me
office, one of the narrowest in Mil- behind the ears and a flock of
waukee. is' slightly less than ?II friendly fleas took me for a Mealbuilding.

WE SELL

can hairless.
Aside froM that there WAS only
- Mario:ie Krohn. present receptionist' geta in by turnrng aide- one unpleasant incident. That was

inches wide.

RUBBER STAMPS_

when. Old Fearless, backing away
from a two-pound Chihuahua, pirouetted his posterior within range
Harvard's three - century-old of a bulldog's biscuspids.•• Fraley
"Yard- originally was known as will recover, but the-Writs .will
wise.

the college cow-yard.

NANCY

Ledger & Times

never be the same.

Anything Else, Sir?

By Ernie Bushmiller

trade conditions"
And should French demands for
coal be filled before Italy's? .
If any post-war date could
be set as the one which contributed most to the changed approach
to diplomacy, it probably would
be June 5. 1947. Secretary of State
George-T. Marshall on that date
de- 'his riuw-fisnitilis buggesticog
that European countries get together to figure out their aid
requirements.

BUY, WE SWAP,
WE SELL
CARS

TIRES600x16 First Grade
LEE TIRES
$12.84
Written Guarantee
PONTIAC CARS

GMC TRUCKS
SALES and SERVICE
SEAT CQVERS FOR ALL

MAKES and MODEL
•

PlIONE 59
206 East Main Street
J. 0. Patton

functions to return to foreign- embassies and legations when most
of them are seeking dollar help.
Hence, guest lists have been
trimmed, So have the food and
!Moor btidgets.
_. Daily duties of State. Depart-

MD

tflW1

-Grain
1-Near Last couht,
3-Go not icoot
4-To beg
I-Mattress coverIn(
•-4-644teo island
1-Light hues
4-IRans•

e end- or-WarTd-WitrIt.
brought about chiefly by
austere world conditions ,whicit
rule out must-of the prewar diplore customs, and have cut downon lavish banquets and cocktail

Fl3c undiplomatic for the once lavish

1942 Plymouth

1936 Ford

4,44tA
61414
'44
00
,1

Store.

P•

I
1

iN

•

The Chihuahua was going to get
a buildup as the oldest breed of-record, dating back some
years.
But for his assistance he gets described as an oversized
_
Among the diminutive dogs there
are some dillies, and there you get
dogdom's "new look." Some are
wearing a beret in an unswept hairdo while others among the Pekes
and Pomeranians sport tiny diamond necklaces.
The puppy platoon includes the
Lhaso Apso, an animated floor mop
from Tibet, and the Brussels Griffons. You gat an Idea how big the
latter is by considering the name
of one identified as "All-Celia's Pe-

8x0

N

4

of this group parties.
Fl5c
Washington has seen the decline
NOTICE _>'e the "Womhnless of social diplomacy on a greater
Wedding
;
. at Almo High School. scale than most world capitals. It
Satgrty. February 14, at 7:30 would be most inappropriate and
Draper & Da

MAIN STREET
MOTOR SALEvS-

Nt

ja_

Adallatti I', et( t loll,

4

MIR going on. Remember the price been

FOR SAL
treys. two stores.

nurtvin Star'

PUZZLE
31-It Is (cont.;
fl-To salt
-Piwirtre
34- day
33--C•ops
ss-ret *part
34-10 :ally
41 S
45-Ps th
46-Nut 90311110
48--8mali nail
49-Betet•ge
50-Arrow o0111011
(vat i
51-Transaction
52-8enlors abt.r
63-To tear

FOR

'Hal-

n the

ACKOS6
1-To be owl,*
6-To was up
•
----13 -Th orew
t11 -The hail parrot
14-Kind of lily ivar
111-Pr•gmente
it
17
111-tinsnei aquae
19 Opened
21 -L0,eto It tha
beautiful
23 Ituropean herring
26.-11e‘erage
27-Ragt
30-Ftaii

By Donald J. 60111.1a1co5
FOR SALE-1939 Chevrolet, new
United press Staff Cerresp
engine, has 4.000 miles, new paint DON'T FORGET our Auto Auction
WASHINGTON (UP)- e tea
job. 1800. Call 11924.
F14e Sale every Saturday beginning at
•
10:30. rain or shine. $200 if they sipping, top-hatted. striped- trat13FOR SALE-1941 Master Deluxe don't sell. $10.00 if they do sell ered. cane-twirling ,en who formChevrolet. New manor, brakes, and Anybody can sell ... anybody can erly handled intjirnational affairs
iclutek, P11.01W__747.-Wsl- _
.F13p buy-Main Street Car .EkC.harage- are_en the wa put. Their suce,is:_4__
and Auction Co. Ilopkinsville sera are d'
ats - trained in :he
vSALE-Ott-6 sod Norge re1WOO1etriti2 f food, faeL-Ilber-alitt
frigerator-Max,,Churehill. Teleferti14et.
phone 98.
F13e NOTICE - Automatic Reduction
e change has been rapid since

[eons
horn-

day

CROSSWOR

Garrison's Grocery and corner of ROUGH LUMBER
S- Poplar and
Poplar and South Ninth. If found, oak. All
lengths. _Uniform widths
notify Betty Elkins, 206 South and thickness.
Accurately sawn.
llth. Phone
Reward.
F14p See John A. Nance, Nance Bros:,

the
zzell
rter.
Mrs.
Mr.

to be
cobo
.The
yard
ehich
veep-

house WANTED TO RENT-About fiveutility room house in or, near Mprray,
home with garden and electricity. Write
Tele- Box 259, Hazel, Ky. - Julian
F14c Mayen
Fl3p

J. B. Watson

<:
4
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vk...44'.‘143ket
e
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Work Longer Aker
The "flawing" on-economic matIra consuming thousands of man
hours in Europe. But that effort
has been far eclipsed by planning
on this side of the Athintie
the interim aid program
had to be drafted by the State
Department and other governMental agencies. Second. work had :o
be started on the 51-month. S17'000.000.000 Marshall Plan. .
The projects threw out any
eight-hour day, five day week that

First

might have been in effect. Lights
began to burn around the clock at

the State Department, the Marshall
planning headquarters.
Old-timers at the State Departmen have found it difficult to adjust themselves to the 'knotty economic problems, But -they are convinced that the former days when

ABIHE au' SLATS

Betty Feels the Impact

..505242Y, KIP -NO AUT0612/NPHS!
.CHE CAN'T WRITE- DIA- I cAdv'r TELL
'EM THAT?)IT'S JUST A LITTLE
OUPERITIT7

I

CHARLIE HAS.

By Raeburn Van Buren

MART ICIP-Mle PETTY'
LET CHARLIE GET ALL THE
CREDIT FOR MY GENIUS!
HER LOVE IS ALL I WANT!
THAT-AND THE
MONEY!

wAhrr

IPC'N'T
HIS
6ET LOST,
AUTOORAPH.I'M
SISTER. EVERY
SUE.I'M HIS
GIRL HERE tS
GIRL!
CONVINCED SHE'S
ti IS
EFFECT HE HAS
!

liRl..THAT TNE)

straight international politics 'were
of prime importance are gone.

GREAT iPEA OF MINE, YOU QC
WA6NT HE, BAB'Y? NOW 50
THE BAND'LL GO TO
RIGHT-THE TOP. THERE ISN'T
6IRL IN THE WORt.17WHO CAN HELP-FALLING FOR A
GUY LIKE THAT

•

Miss Norma Jean Curd left this
rn rnOWT-cit Mernphis Hospital for
treatment,

-NOTICE TO all OWNERS
LIT ABNER

Don't let your niotor suffer from poor circulation or leaky radiaT
tors. Brilig it in and have it repaired, for we have g_o_tn.plete_ equipment
. to do the jobs with. One day service on all-reintIr work. -Equipped
, to boil .out, rod out, repair and recore your radiators. ALL
I _7MIAB.ANTEED.„

A Chippendale Off the Old Blockhead
I F-FEEL
SAFE-BEING
GUARDED
BY VOL)
FEARLESS
FOSDICK
YOU'RE TI-4E
WORLD'S
GREATEST
DETECTIVE!'

FOSDICK-DURING THE
NATIONAL CONVENTION
NV4E-YOU WILL ACT AS
PERSONAL BODYGUARD
FOR THAT GALLANT, COURAGEOUS WARRIOR-

••
Orated by two Ex GI'S, GARRISON and W. W. WILLIkMS

MAIIIPIALAIKE MINUET
- to • -

-AND NOVZ.
LET'S LOOK
OVER TT-IE
LAYOUT
OF THE
CONVENTION
HALL-

Ey Al Capp

BE

YOU'LL_
NM/I-DONATED ET,
i
NOMINATED ON
*THE MARMALUKE.
ME FIRST BALLOT; MINUET FOR FRES -AND THEN WE'LL
DENT"CLOB"-A FINE
CARRY YOU IN -ON CHIPPENDALE."
THIS CHAIR!!

CHIPPENDALE!
SNMIPPENDALETY
PUT THAT GUN
AWA\I-AND PAY
ATTENTION TO
'YOUR 00E5.07

MURRAY RADIATOR REPAIR SHOP
East Main - One Door East of of Guerin's dlock Plant
I

Phone 4172

Pion MONDAY MORNING. FEBRUARY *
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Honor In Death
Given
.
yaI pets G
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testify
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Thorre,pent Sunday
1 jis.p.
is L.-elinglefts
.ai in -Hazel t.is.tiug hir vittend lass:yr-1 lne,e c:alci daysliter
Mr.S. ,S ar a Is
A, far r,y.ssr tf .1' • "
fine
n Mrs.-Hob PettY- :t.nd
177.tallztrittitu b.L„.
i;o to my Mt s Da .isa Twier.- 'They reported
report
,I an enj,-yable :ifterroa.n talk:'. ever
Gies,
tt be. ci glad
as 1
ns-ingtife;,, .c.imes; : We were sorry in bedto learn of
hyi
g.g4i'•
7kirS.
Parke,•S- N.,dttl! Mrs,
huScr_
Parkcr. te.s. works at the Murray
lig aril see
sei ,
0',,,re
s„;
.•
ito-spitil, while erasing
s,.
?.
•
:Mrs. J .ines • ,"ipped and fell- ih"-thea --atseet and
,..,seS'S, -Mrs rin-ibeTore she could getup it is reportS
sa: e.Misssl ed."a car struck hoc ?tr./.
two
i.. m b.' of her, ribs. She 1E MAW.vc:y ill in
ade- il the be:spina. Be
-fare her .marriage
- e sc.is abss
s sister.7;tf Stu.keiduf:cli of
alsesti•-•sia.,. -Uncle Jeff': we hope
f
u read this dere
RIGHT' AT HOME-Like their Italian masters, these two
it •
e
ales El. i I...vest of Murray is
.`
Alsatian 'pups find that food gifts from the U. S come In
,in
ysiting her daughter Mrs. F,!1 Ford
handy. They have .niade their home in at American milk
rs• it I..mb .and Mr -Ford of Bentsin_
carton, part of the Friendship Train food being distributed
• ; h..by ni tat'a-ri
Sunday
visitors of Mrs.
throughout Italy.
las
y
H It- I Waits
F.nnell aad dint, :iter tif
; i•..:
. Slis, h is been - Murray w re Mr. and Mrs. proy
..,,,,i N__.--.. ,:- --. - - -_------ - - p,rt.-Mr ariti---Mrs:-:Eitivrt1". Mr:, -d4JXMERICAN
WIlarer
• mr.. • ••- v • g.:. 1...1-11:iii400.L.Nilitb•-••Uld. Mr •--, C.
,
"L',...v
ISLANDS-5 gt"- T
see !torts guss7s. of 7n-el-Ft-chart?' LaSither.
sun Men: 1)1.
. I M:s Dunn and i Mrs Henry Anderson.'is ill with
fasts ‘a‘
Mr •.,nti
, Bill 'Tress and Mrs. J. G.- Maskin was. Tnesday
By WILL RD D. EBERHART , Pacific.
granddsuels.. Janice lar-dteraotal swat and her stZter, Helen -Maak,n:
United Press Staff Correspondent
The second. ,he - said. is t:imper-!
visited Mr, Ilse Arinstr ng and I vk
Susie.
S'undaV
.
. ••
understanding of the processes
IS I
17
J no
nar
nettle Tresits.nd
a
Kentucky -Ben*. Mrs. Lewis,'Washburn and Mr'and Mason,: art expert gri Micronesia by which customs are altered under
-impact of we:dem civilization."
'weri. tenos
r .nttne hane Monday] Mrs. N. D. Washburn on North haa warned the U. ,$. Navy to go
He pointed out that the trust Liret :-.ittre-2,--BIL,er:ter,- Dunn Mt- Swint4, Thirteenth "
slow in trying .to bring the' n5tives ritory is
_
composed of the MarNit,th stre
flame a old anis.likeal Ole Msudi came on with that of the former Japanese - mandated
to read the letters written *by Ken- Blood River news We have missed islands around to the ArneVican shals. the Carolinas and -the Marianas, ether than Guam. There are
tucky Be'...e.: and looks for „ahem 1 -y-u very much. If you: can't *rite way of life.
2.174 islands scattered over 2 000.000
ends wi:k .
Thsget .yin. 1-1...i tie. i l•ne a letter please just drop • me a
Mason is associate professor of square miles of Pacific Ocean.
Just hani me al the news you can': card just to let me kno*
whether' anthropology ,.at thi.• Universita. of
Some. like Saipan. Ponape and
and Maybe- I will. be • .:bla. to get I you are still in the land of
'he liv- Hawaii. He is the scientist chosen Jaluit have been
in close contact
in tr.ore letters. . .
.I inf.
by the Navy to tell it what to do for years with Japanese or AmiriKers, ut.k ,. v„..si,„ and ,..., ...-,..a ss-s
sil • Mr. r.nd Mrs Hiram Shekel Of
about the 16 natives transferred cans and have grown away from
the Harr,is,m apartments moved last
from 13ikiri Sitte of the 1946 atomic traditninal customs.
week to Five News.
' ..
bomb tests, to barren Rongerik Seine Untouched
Kentucky Pelle says .to Mrs. atoll.
You're Always Welcome
.
Hundreds of others, such as
nether= Lewis.and.son who are,in.
at the.
in -a paper written for the Insti: Kapingamarangi. between the CarLouisville. to hurry up andacorne
°lines and the Solornons. have -been
home, :We miss you both ve.„,,, lute of Pacific Relations, Mason
WHITE HOUSE
•
-.1. asked: How can such standards as left reratively untouched.
c,ROCERY
Some i.re lush in resources; othMr.-and Mr, Everett Tslosny ttheitthe American way. of life demands
l be achieved in an area as poor as ers are little more than coral- outfor yotir •
daughter spent Sundaymothsetr..bg
by
eroMmits. Some have been feudalMicronesia'
.
side,
of
Mr,
Nanny's
(IROCE-R1E.5
istic •for centuries; otherr - have
- -and- PRrYTTUrE
tried a communal economy. ,
e,re
'j
two common blind
wizi:), ri:iN
dve
a
a:."14. ilia2ual
c
ed
tingr
werY-411
ki
Istt
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e
Ihieni
.
No on'2 yardstick can apply.
Mr. and Mfrs. Zolan Clayton and " spots in recommending recently
- 0'
Mason emphasized, and the in4i--4
islands
natives
thebe
of
.hildren 'of North Thirteenth -street _that "the
153S West Main St.
vidual needs ,in each local group
were,the: weekend guests of Mr, should
be indoctrinated to the
must be considered.
•
Clayton's pri•nts Mr. and Mrs. 1 American way of Life as soon as.
"In cert in groups." he said. -a'
"We- Strive to Treat You
pessible without infringing upon
Albert Clayton of Miran, Tenn.
• tendency in the direction of, is, las
I their customs and institutions."
Oh yes. Marshall Clayton was in'
.
Right" ,
hen may peove rhoi happiest course
Murray .Tuesday. •'
Two Blind Spots .
of. sictiooL ip pther ugups. the pen•-• J--ieleve-- yore-stare to see--you all I. The first' of the' blind spsts.• -he dulum nf
change has already
Ls.Liui.. was insufficient understand34R. and MRS. Wfl..BURN 'again scasn.--Kettuseke Reties
sung too far in the-Either dire.The compleicities tit cultures
of
ing
_ TAMILS,. -Owners
.--11iTerlaz 7etiniiittedr -aiss-1 ,•••• 7iria-gibisrapESSIT'ine"7.47dhlrTfirilT- Problem
Rated
7. en .ffi trust territory of the
a 'the ,business '
"Censidertrig The ineVitaja2,‘ty of
culture change.Thur problem in the
•iust territory would ;seem. to be:
-I.-To know the freely expressed
...Labe, of Micronesians as to the
peed and direction of that change.
"2. To
the native populations
.1 their adjustment to western civil. salon' as it impinges on their itland world.
"3
: TO ease tate shock which has
i een characteristic „of m(ss Intture, .sitact situations in the sad history
•: dependent people_ everywhere."
WAS85z
NOW ..
_In--,suivine_ the proh)".\ Ma'op
.
4
id some seeming insoiran-tencies
;asebably Would result-bu: secesNOW ..57c
WAS
- -iriia. so if the adroinis*.r.tn
Center Cut3
•succeed.
Charter Quoted
BEST GRADE
WS
NOW
"By the **terms o fthe United.
25'
Nations charter, we are committed
•..• respect the 'freely expressed
Sugar WAS
39c
NOW
sashes of the peoples concerned'."
Cured
he said. "We m.,y attain find our.
•
WAS.$1.39
NOW
t'Vl ty

. Hi to
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dok's grave where .lie
selves in - the position of a
re mains of pets, (dying during -Oa.
cratie. people giving supportdemo-IL0.
to a
Micronesian'
'. winter months, could be kept t::. ,
feudalistic- system in
. -•1 sl. ,_
, -SYRACUSE. N. ar,, itlit,i-seRows i died in 1941 while the general was, spring burial.. -•
which inequalities r.bound ..'
markers' in,..a plot of la Japanese prisoner. is 'buried
'fee If that,is the de-sire of the ,of....White.
An animal is often loyal ' win • ,
,
__-_
%
to the I there.
°T'-ac_tise
people cons-Staled, we
P'
I
ema
min
em4bre
un
e... ell
not evern
atm
whh
eiesi :ia‘.:.,,h
. no '
graves
liatten
otbet.
Pet
Panting
* oice -FuTto .r4pect Vie ial-Cation. • attachirileilt'Peallie7f°rTrt -f°2-31°"
. 'i
are those of a monkey-fated °vial1 raT
Mason , kii0.w?• Mi-.."ine3-•
ni•jilYillustrate he told the story
la .in- L.1- cats. birds and. other pets.
More
a parrot. an old goat and a gander.,1- ,-i Winkie Whiakers, a cat owned
buried'
than
inatcly and is aison to spend two ..
1.000 pets are
...ssiss:_ssisps,..rs,a4in_ the . cadery . begun la years.l which .diesi at,the-adeLiti_a- alleS i by a avs allay Now York woman. '
'
Bikinians on Rongerike. The Navy i-agd by Mr .and • Mrs. Adlia Wheel outliving three "brides.
I When she lost 'her --money,• Fist. qa
has asked him to determine if they over the protest Of a banker who ' A dog :Statue- ."Iron ISlike"-! friends and relatives
deserted h,'N.,
..
cats ever make a go of it there, or I called it an "impractical notion." 1,uards the entrance lo Pet Haven. Wheel' said, but the cat remained
whither they shoals' be mc....ed to a
Gen. Jonathan M. Wairnighcs In the future. Wheel hopes to a constant cempanion, living. on
more fruitful- n.ime.
- t eigh t year old retriver. which build a small mausoleum over the skimmed Milk instead of cream;
,--.-*--.
-
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KROGER AGAIN LEADS THE WAY
FOOD PRICES CUT - AS COSTS
DROP IMMEDIATELY KROGER
PASSES THESE REDUCTIONS ON
TO YOU

-'ta

-*

PACIFIC-HELD DIFFICULT

..,

•

CO-6par* These New Low Regular Prices On
IttiporWittentsv
-Aiiirllite -How You
•
Save At Your Kroger tit
.Orete,w
• •

I

••••

.A

Brea 2

•

The ECONOMY GROCERY Passes
All Price Reductions On To The
Customer
69,
BREAKFAST BACON_
65c
PORK CHOPS
LARD
35`
48c
SMOKED BUTTS
$119
SWIFTNING 'A' 3 g';,
NOW 76c
"EY'TENDERIZED HAMS
$9.25
FLOUR 25 Lbs. Best, Grades. was $2 35
,NOW
MOR:<LLL'S SHORT SHANK
PICNIC HAMS Was 55c NOW 49,
SUGAR 10 Lbc. GiODCHAUX,j•fas $1.00
95c
NOW

aid

Swann's Grocery

24-PHONES-25

Center Slices, was 90c

MATCHES. Sitin Tipa;carton . 30c
SHREDDED COCOANUT, boa' 7. 25c
OLEO - Keyko, lb.
42,
•,-Mylet Iodized Salt, was 10c, now,. Sc

ARM & HAMMER SODA, box
Campbells Pork & Beans, 16-oz cn
PIN EA PPLE„No.'2'Crushed . .. .
KRAUT, No, 2 1-2 Dehnonte, can

--1LETTA1C.AT-Large Heads

Sc
18e
35c 1
1,5z -

15c

GRAP.43, Emperor,lb.
.
16c
APPLES, Rome Beauty, 3 lbs. 25c
CABBAGE, New Teias, lb.

Sc

POTATOES, U.S. No. r, 10 lbs. 55e
1 lb. 27c

25c

Pound

TOILET TISSUE. 1000 Sheet. Rolls, 15c;

25c

650 Sheets, 2 for

MARSHMALLOWS, 8-oz. pkg., 16c;

10c

4-oz. pkg.

PAYING Highest Cash Market Price for EGGS

ECONOMY SEIS.SERVI
STILL THE BUSIEST PLACE IN TOWN

a
•••

Ruanii:ibt Thurman, Owner
•

Uni

Telephone 130

----•••• •

LARGE - Pound and one quarter
size loaves
White Bread

Antic
that he
ed in 1
way m.
include
Marsha
Leon
named
He has
ence ir
Forms
include
of
Fulton
Ma3
repair
county
the MA
Uncle
In Hut
all Bust
ties in
. At p
of the

21c

WAS TWO FOR TWENTY NINE CENTS

25 „b.ag

or
LARD
Sugar 10
utter
ork Roast
acon
GOLD MEDAL
or
PILLSBURY •'

WAS $2.29 FOR A 2.5 POUND BAG

Pure
Rendered

Ws nes

Pound

WAS 3Ic POUND

PURE.

Pound
Bag_

CANE

25c
93c

ST. 1
YARD:
Livestc
Hogs
over l'
advanc
Under
more I
higher.
to 250
250 to
325 lbs
$23 to
2275,
18.75: 1
1&75;
to 111.2:
Cattl
all sat
sale le
ends
up tra
good

WAS 10 POUNDS 98c

- -Fancy Golden Delicious
Apples, be. basket
$3.25
Pound
10e
Large Grapefruit each
*Se
Juicy Fla. Oranges, dos. Sec and 30c
1 Case of 12 47-es. cans
Grapefruit Juke
.S225
All Flour. 25-1b. bags
.
reduced ,
111e
15 !ha. High' Clase_Fleuut....!
S2 10
I afire. pure. lb.
23c
1
3 lbs.
65c
sac
Peanut Bolter. qL
Pinta
35e
No, 2 can Peas
10e
Case of 2 dozen
St! 20
Ne. 2 Cern,
for
2,Sc .
Case at 24 cans ,
Country .Dried Apples.
-Lvapewatod--.1141eiebeese-Ilis
Ftaporated Apricots, boa
Mc
Prunes
20c
Fancy Sorghum. gallon
$1.63
Weeson Oil. pint
50r
Quart
S1.110
Snowdrift. 3 1b4.
SI 30
Trend Washing Powder for dishes
and washing. one for'Ic if you
buy one at regular price
3R1
A riltnur• Chiffon Powders-gives
5 Ford cant per week. Package and entry Manila
. 40c
ISO lbs. Ego mmth • $5
'
40
Or
$5.60
25 Iles Oyster Shells
3.5c.
lbw Food. 10 lbs. Gaines Meal 111.25
5 pounds .
115c
Can Dos'Food
Ile and 154
Liquid Smoke. pt. ..
., 35c
Quart
... 70c
Flew Kist Crackers, I lb.
Vic
-2 pounds •
53c
I lb. Graham Crackers
Fresh Pure Lard, bulk. lb.
20c
4 lbs.
$1.141
lbs.
.
.
$4.15
Oleomargarine. lb. .......
42c
Baron cheaper.
'

TelEffitil

mediur
ners
mediur
to 21.!
$EI to
;15 to
She,
light.
to Med
andsch
week<
weight
scarce

•

1-pound Roll
FINEST GRADE

•

Pound

WAS 95c POUND

7.

:•"r

LEAN
SHOULDER
CUTS
Pound

WAS 55c POUND

SUGAR CURE
HICKORY SMOKED
3- to 4-pound pieces,
Pound.

HOT
Thirte
togeth,
annual
spook dawn
out of
The3
accord
cock.
the ice
sodas
dent f
So f
ly, nol
The
are Jc
• ton. G
Peter
Welles
Hat S
Paul
ser. a:
• Ben I
The;
home
their
13 of '
ptatioi
table.
Tnir

45c
55c

WAS 63c POUND
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